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Company Information 
Lister Wilder are a family business that have been supplying the highest quality farm, groundcare and estate 
machinery for over 75 years. One reason for our steady growth has been the commitment of our staff and the 
strength of our products. Whilst the majority of our customers have been professional users, we are finding 
that more and more people are looking for good quality groundcare machinery that can be fully supported, as 
well as being competitively priced.

Five Showrooms Across the South
Most branches have a large, extensive showroom where both trade customers and the general public are all 
welcome. Here you will find all manner of tools attachments and hand held machinery, all of which have been 
chosen to meet the demands of professional users.

Mobile Service Engineers
We believe this is where you can sort the wheat from the chaff, and with over 60 mobile service engineers, we 
take after sales support very seriously. Our engineers are some of the most experienced in the country and 
their specialist training will save you both time and money.

Work can be carried out on site or in our workshops, but whichever you choose, we are so confident in our 
engineers’ ability that all Kubota repairs come with a full 18 month warranty.

Try Before You Buy
For over 75 years we have been offering on-site demonstrations to make sure that your machine does 
exactly what you expect of it.

Following a detailed conversation or with a more complicated scenario during a site visit we will recommend 
the best machine for the job. This is based on a number of factors, such as the size of the area, the desired 
finish, the mixture of lawn, paddock, orchard, slopes and your budget. 

The next stage is to arrange an on-site demonstration. Brochures and showrooms can provide useful guidance, 
but you need to know what sort of finish the machine will leave, how it will cope with your slopes, how 
manoeuvrable it is, how much noise it makes etc. 

Time and again we see people who have been mis-sold machinery with incorrect claims about what the 
machine is capable of. Our demonstration service eliminates this and is provided absolutely free of charge and 
without obligation.

Best Brands and Product Ranges
Ask any professional groundsman and they will know names such as Kubota, Timberwolf, Sisis, Dennis, Trimax 
and Stihl. These represent benchmarks for the best machinery and products in our buyer’s guide to show what 
is on offer for the serious gardener and estate manager.
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Our Locations
We’re not looking to conquer the world, we just believe that you want 
good, local support and that requires depots in key locations. We 
believe that no-one offers you better coverage across Central Southern 
England, so it doesn’t matter if you want a bearing in Berkshire, wheel 
nut in Wiltshire, or a starter motor in Surrey, we are here to make sure 
your machines keep working as hard as you do.

Tractors & Farm 
Aids (TFA) is 
founded by 
George Scott 
selling and 
supporting the 
Massey Ferguson 
range from its 
base in Reading. 
At the time there 
was only one MF 
dealership smaller 
than ourselves

Walter Wilder, 
based in 
Wallingford, 
relinquishes MF 
for Oxfordshire. 
This was our first 
opportunity to 
grow under the 
ownership of 
Scott & King who 
purchase the 
premises and take 
on Walter Wilder.

Lister Farm Sales, 
MF dealers for 
Gloucestershire, 
come to an 
agreement where 
the companies 
continue to 
operate as TFA, 
Walter Wilder and 
Lister Farm Sales 
under the same 
family ownership.

Our Groundcare 
division is formed 
and soon after 
the Kubota 
franchise is added 
- this immediately 
accelerates our 
growth and 
Reading becomes 
the new hub for 
this business

A decision is taken 
to combine the 
strength of the 
‘Lister’ name in 
the West with 
the reputation 
of ‘Wilder’ in the 
East, and so TFA is 
renamed to Lister 
Wilder.

With Agriculture 
and Groundcare 
now thriving, the 
decision is made to 
add Construction 
machinery. The 
Kubota range 
is soon added 
and we now sell 
around 700 units 
a year.

The Arboriculture 
division is formed 
and is built around 
Timberwolf, Stihl 
and Husqvarna 
franchises. This 
team deal with 
tree surgeons 
and contractors 
to supply and 
support this 
specialist kit.

With London 
and Surrey being 
such a heavily 
populated area, a 
decision is taken to 
open a new branch 
in Ockham, near 
Guildford. It acts as 
a great hub for our 
team to serve the 
surrounding area.

A service centre is  
opened on the 
outskirts of Bristol 
that grows steadily 
to become a fully-
fledged branch.

1947 1982 1987 1995 2000  2001 2002 2004 2008

Our Ashford 
branch opens its 
doors, initially 
focusing on our 
Groundcare 
machinery range 
before expanding 
and becoming 
an official Kubota 
construction 
centre as well.

We are awarded 
the prestigious 
Gold Service 
Award from 
Kubota along with 
the Service Dealer 
- Groundcare 
Dealer of the Year.

Our new branch 
at Ufton, Southam 
near Royal 
Leamington Spa 
in Warwickshire, 
opens for business.

With Kubota 
already a World 
leader in the sub 
100hp tractor 
range market, 
their desire to 
move into the 
Agricultural 
market is seen as 
a natural move 
by everyone 
throughout the 
industry.

The business in 
Kent outgrows its 
site and with the 
addition of Kubota 
Agriculture, a new 
branch is opened 
for business and 
becomes the 
first fully-fledged 
Kubota Centre in 
the country.

2009 2012 2013 2015 2017 2020

Our History
We are a very straightforward company who 
specialise in supplying and maintaining 
machinery for four key markets; Agriculture, 
Groundcare, Construction and Arboriculture. 

Established in 1947, we remain a wholly 
owned family business, and this has certainly 

been a factor in attracting and retaining the very 
best sales, parts and service staff in the industry. 
It’s their knowledge and expertise that allow 
us to make the leap from being ‘just another 
machinery dealer’ into one of the most focused, 
customer friendly, and exciting Dealerships in 
the South of England.
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It becomes clear that it would 
be impossible to represent both 
Kubota and AGCO brands in the 
long term. As a result, Lister Wilder 
chose to uncouple from the AGCO 
franchise in a way that protected 
everyone involved - this left a 
clear pathway whereby we could 
focus on a full line offering for 
our Agricultural, Groundcare and 
Construction customers - three 
pillars of the business that form 
the bedrock of what we do.

With a fresh clarity 
and purpose, the 
‘New’ Lister Wilder 
gets off to a flying 
start with two new 
Kubota Centres 
opening up – one in 
Keynsham (exactly 
halfway between 
Bristol & Bath) and 
the other at Bibury, 
just on the outskirts 
of Cirencester.

In June, our Kubota 
Construction business 
continued to expand as 
we joined forces with 
Harper Plant. Operating 
from the existing site 
at Salisbury, the whole 
Harper team became 
part of the Lister Wilder 
family – serving and 
supporting customers 
across Hampshire, Dorset 
& Wiltshire.

2022 2023
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Lawncare Calendar
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Summer mowing should now be under way. It 
should be necessary to mow the lawn twice a week. 
Raking before mowing is important this month as 
the combined action keeps runners of clover under 
control. Water the grass if necessary, and remember 
to soak thoroughly.

Keep mowing increasing the frequency as 
required. Treat with selective weed killers or 
combined weed/feed preparations if you did not 
feed the lawn in April.

Mow often enough to stop grass growing away. 
Dig out patches of coarse grass or resistant weed. 
Re-seed bare patches.

The yearly lawn work programme really starts 
this month. As soon as the ground conditions are 
suitable, the first cut can be made. This should 
merely ‘top’ the grass as close cutting at this stage 
could result in severe yellowing/browning. Two cuts 
are generally sufficient this month.

Rake the grass thoroughly. Spike the lawn to aerate 
and stimulate soil organisms and root growth and 
apply lawn sand if necessary.

There is very little work to do this month apart from 
brushing away leaves.

Keep off the grass if frozen or waterlogged.

Log splitting and salt spreading are the only jobs 
really required at this time of year.

Treat the grass with the second application of 
fertiliser or weed killer/fertiliser. Water when 
necessary and rake occasionally. As a general rule 
the grass clippings should be removed each time 
you mow. If weather conditions are dry and hot and 
the grass is weed free, leave the clippings on the 
lawn to help maintain ground moisture.

Keep mowing regularly and watering as necessary. 
Fill any cracks caused by drought with a mixture of 
sharp sand and soil. In dry weather conditions leave 
the grass longer to help retain ground moisture.

Raise the height of cut to allow the grass to 
thicken and protect the roots from the winter frost 
and snow.

Rake out the thatch from the turf and spike the 
lawn to assist in drainage. Brush in sharp sand.

Use a stiff broom to disperse worm casts before 
mowing. Keep turf free from leaves.

Apart from brushing away leaves, December is a 
slack end of a busy year. Keep off the lawn if it is very 
wet or frozen.

Tips to help you maintain your 
lawn throughout the year
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Sales  .  Parts  .  Service

Height of cut.

Make sure the cutting height is suitable 
for your needs. Adjustment for the height 
of cut should be quick and easy for sites 
where a variety of mowing heights are 
needed throughout the season.

The Comfort Factor.

If long hours of mowing are anticipated, choose 
a mower with a comfortable operators platform, 
adjustable seat and well-grouped controls.

Engine and drive.

Choose a high powered engine where cuts are infrequent 
and the grass is left to grow long and dense. Diesel engines 
give the ultimate in performance, low running costs and 
longer life expectancy. Four wheel drive can help mowing on 
slopes and in wetter conditions, although some would say if 
it’s that wet, you shouldn’t be mowing anyway!

Grass Collection.

Ride-on mowers with grass collectors are available 
for those occasions where the finish demands the 
grass to be cut and collected. The ‘direct collect’ 
and ‘brush’ collectors provide the most effective 
collection systems in a wider variety of conditions, 
whilst collectors that use a tube from the side of 
the deck are more prone to blocking, particularly 
where the grass is long or damp. If there is a 
specific need to empty into a trailer or large 
compost heap, then please ask about the range of 
high tip collectors. Mulching mowers are suitable 
where collection is not necessary and where there 
is some value from sending tiny clippings back 
onto the sward.

Site. 

Choose the machine to suit the scale of your 
operation. Select a cutting width appropriate to the 
size of the site. Check the width of the site access, 
topographical features and on-site obstacles. 

Residual Values.

Kubota hold the best second-hand values. This will give you 
peace of mind that your investment will hold it’s value and offer 
you the best return when you come to sell or part exchange it.

Ride On Mowers

GR1600 GR2120 G21 

Kubota G261 HD

Z122R & ZD1211 BX231 

KUBOTA – THE WORLD’S BEST 
SELLING DIESEL RIDE-ON MOWER

F251

Part
exchanges
welcome

Book your 
demo today

G231
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Options.

Don’t forget to specify the most appropriate type of tyres, and 
consider other options such as work lights, beacons, extra 
spool valves and weights.

Power.

Think about what the tractor is needed for and make sure 
there is sufficient power for the operations, implements and 
site conditions.

Comfort.

Comfort features are ideal for long hours of work. Isolated 
platforms and suspension seats help reduce body vibration. 

Dimensions.

Assess the work site for limitations and match tractor 
dimensions and manoeuvrability accordingly.

Cab and rollbar.

Rollbar tractors are the most cost effective and popular. 
Cabbed tractors with heaters and air conditioning are useful 
if there is a lot of work to undertake in winter and summer 
months. Cabs are also handy for spraying or hedgecutting or 
dusty work such as soil cultivation or mowing in the summer.

Transmission.

Hydrostatic transmissions are ideal for loader and mowing 
where the operator is constantly moving from forward to reverse 
and back again. Certain implements, including some aeration 
equipment, will require the use of creep gears. Top speed 
becomes important where travel on the road is anticipated. 

Compact Tractors

Kubota B2 Series

B1181

With almost 30 makes of tractor on the market, the choice can seem daunting. Our advice is to 
stick to names that are known and trusted within the industry. This way you can be sure of good 
aftersales service, the quality of the engineering and perhaps most importantly the re-sale value 
of the product. Kubota is the most respected name in compact tractors and is the preferred 
choice for thousands of professional users worldwide.

LX401EK Series BX231 

Residual Values.

Kubota hold the best second-hand values available! This will 
give you peace of mind that your investment will hold its 
value and offer you the best return when you come to sell or 
part exchange it.

Kubota are the Worlds No.1 
manufacturer of diesel 
compact tractors

TRACTORS 
FROM 
18 - 60HP 
CALL YOUR 
NEAREST 
BRANCH 
FOR FULL 
DETAILS

Did you know?

Book your 
demo today

Sales  .  Parts  .  Service
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Implements

Toppers Finishing Mowers Harrows Rollers

Trailers

Fertiliser Spreaders

Transport Boxes

Levellers

Flails Rotavators

Log Splitters Paddock Sweepers

Book your 
demo today
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Implements

Slitters Seeders Leaf Vacuums Lawn Edgers

Snow Ploughs

Post Hole Borers

Scarifiers

Hedge Trimmers

Brush Graders

Ploughs Sprayers

Book your 
demo today
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Type.

The type of terrain and work will determine whether a quad 
bike or utility vehicle is most suitable. Choose a quad bike for 
speed, and select high powered, four wheel-drive machines 
for hilly sites and boggy ground. The Kubota RTV Utility 
vehicles offer versatility, high load capacity and the ability to 
carry a passenger.

Carrying/towing capacity.

Quad bikes have front and rear carriers suited to transporting 
small loads, whilst the Kubota utility vehicle is capable of 
carrying large volumes of loose materials and tools. 

Versatility.

A wide variety of trailed equipment such as mowers, 
spreaders and sprayers will further extend the use of the 
vehicle. Some examples are shown on pages 12-15.

Environment.

Issues such as emissions and noise will take on different levels of 
importance depending on your site, public access and the detail 
of the work being undertaken. Electric vehicles are available for 
noise-sensitive areas and you’ll also need to take into account 
either charging points or an appropriate fuel source.

Options.

A range of options are available for utility vehicles, including 
all-weather cabs, leaf cages, hydraulic tipping boxes and tool 
holders. Consider whether any of these would be useful now or 
in the future and also ask about the most suitable type of tyre.

ATVs & Utility Vehicles

Kubota RTV 520

Kubota RTV X1110 

Kubota RTV X1140Yamaha UMX Electric

Grizzly

Wolverine

KodiakViking

Book your 
demo today

Sales  .  Parts  .  Service
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3 Year Warranty. 

We aim to build mowers that last and we back this up by 
a 3 year warranty. Our robust design coupled with our 
experienced service and support network ensure minimum 
downtime and more productivity.

LazerBladez™.

Snake is fitted with LazerBladez™, a unique blade system with 
a carefully engineered centre of gravity and distinctive tilt-
forward blade design. Utilising the LazerBladez™ full length 
cutting edge, Snake produces a clean finish even when 
mowing at high ground speeds. LazerBladez™ are made with 
high grade alloy steel providing a significant increase in blade 
and bolt life for added safety and lower operating costs.

Up To 50HR PTO Grease.

With the use of our new FLEX CONE, we can prevent dust 
and external agents getting trapped in the bearings, also 
minimising the risk of PTO’s coming in contact with the 
rotating parts of the drives. This greatly reduces the amount 
of greasing required, extending intervals up to 50 hour PTO 
greasing intervals. Kerb Jump.

“Kerb Jump” enables all three mower decks to be raised just 
off the ground without disengaging the PTO. This improves 
productivity by allowing the mower to traverse gravel 
driveways or paths and quickly turn at headlands.

Full Width Rollers.

Full width rollers minimises 
scalping in extreme undulating 
conditions and allows mowing 
over kerbsides, bunkers and 
potholes without blade strike.

Trimax Roller Mowers

Striker Procut Snake

Trimax Snake 320

PROFESSIONAL 
TRACTOR POWERED 
MOWING EQUIPMENT

Part
exchanges
welcome

Book your 
demo today

Sales  .  Parts  .  Service
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Infeed.

The anticipated dimensions of the timber will 
determine the most appropriate class of machine. 
They can range in size from 3” up to a massive 12” 
diameter capacity.

The feed itself is either via a gravity fed system or 
hydraulic rollers on the larger machines.

Discharge chute.

The smaller estate machines tend to discharge the chippings 
onto the ground, while the larger chippers have a discharge 
chute that fires the chips into trailers or skips.

Power.

Driven by either a petrol engine, diesel engine or powered 
by a compact tractor, the power is matched to the maximum 
capacity of the machine.

Maintenance.

A chipper is only as good as its blades, and blunt blades 
will seriously impede the performance of the machine. 
Sharpening is a relatively quick and simple operation, please 
see below for price options:

Chippers

TIMBERWOLF – THE 
UK’S BEST SELLING 
WOOD CHIPPER

Timberwolf PTO 100G Timberwolf PTO/150HTimberwolf 13/75G

Timberwolf TW230 HB Petrol

Service and repair including 
blade sharpening availableServicing

Sales  .  Parts  .  Service

BLADE
SHARPENING

Timberwolf 190/230
blades per pair

£60.00

Timberwolf 150
blades per pair

£30.00
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NEW - Maestro Country

NEW - Maestro Country

The ideal shredder for those needing more power and bigger 
dimensions. This shredder is able to handle wood up to 45mm in 
diameter with a large capacity collector and engine.

NEW - Maestro City

NEW - Maestro City

With its wide feed-in opening the Maestro City is easy to use. With 
this in mind, it has the added advantage that the feed-in position is 
15cm lower compared to the Maestro Country.

Super Prof Trailed

Super Prof Trailed

Developed from a low-maintenance perspective. The machine 
shreds wood as well as large volumes of green waste and with all 
the controls grouped in a well-organised dashboard at the front. 

Major 4S

Major 4S

The Major 4S is an appreciated tool by both the private garden 
lover and the professional. Compact and light, whilst the wide 
feed-in opening copes easily with thick branches with lots of twigs.

Minor 4S Shredder

The Minor 4S smoothly combines a wide hopper for various types 
of waste. Waste is processed safely with a dedicated safety screen, 
steel safety shield and a heavy-duty debris flap.

Eliet are an innovative, family-run firm based in 
Belgium. They supply high quality shredders, lawn 
edgers and aerators to both the professional, and the 
domestic customer. For further information contact 
your local area sales manager.

Maintaining Your Garden

Service and 
repair including 
blade sharpening 
available now from 
your local Lister 
Wilder branch.

Servicing

Sales  .  Parts  .  Service
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Pedestrian Sweepers

Weedo | For moss & weed removalUBS & Weedbrush | Reclaiming path edges K-Series & Rotary Brush | Clears astro turf, roads/paths & paving

K-Series.

Kersten K-series machines probably offer the most complete 
and versatile range of self-propelled, maintenance power 
units on the market. 

Kersten K-Series

QuickAttach.

The Kersten QuickAttach35 or QuickAttach70 system allows 
the wide range of implements to be changed in seconds 
without any tools.

Hard Surfaces.

Sweeping and collecting debris from hard surfaces 
- such as drives, car parks, yards, footpaths, block 
paving and walkways

Man-Made Surfaces.

Sweeping, maintaining and collection debris 
from artificial sports surfaces with all types of 
synthetic surfaces

Moss.

 Moss removal from block paving and gutters without the use 
of chemicals

Snow.

Snow clearing - sweeping and snow blowing

Spreading.

Grit and sand spreading

Cutting.

Grass cutting from regular to one-off cuts

Accessories.

Many Kersten sweepers may be fitted with special collectors 
which filter the organic debris from the filling. The mesh can 
be coarse or fine. Kersten pedestrian machines may be fitted 
with a trailing seat, useful when covering large areas. With 
a variety of sweepers and brushes designed to present the 
surface, level the filling, redistribute the filling, remove the 
filling and de-compact the surface.

Sales  .  Parts  .  Service
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Cutting Mechanism.

The cutting mechanism and blade type should be selected 
according to the type of vegetation, the frequency of cut and 
the desired finish.

Cylinder Mowers.

Cylinder mowers are ideal for regularly mown sites where a 
fine-turf finish is required the greater the number of knives 
on a cylinder the more precise the cut will be. 

Rotary Mowers.

Rotary mowers are good all-rounders and will cope well 
where mowing is less frequent and the grass is left longer.

Height of Cut.

Make sure the cutting height is suitable for your needs. 
Adjustment for the height of cut should be quick and easy

Wheels and Rollers.

For a striped effect, always choose a mower with a rear roller. 
On a cylinder mower, it’s worth noting that the distance 
between the front and rear rollers can affect the mower’s 
ability to follow undulations. 

Pedestrian Mowers

Hayter Harrier 56 Pro Husqvarna LB 553SE Toro 76cm TimeMaster™ 

Dennis FT 510

2 YEARS FREE 
commercial  

warranty*

*Commercial use only, annual service  
by Lister Wilder required

Lister Wilder were awarded the prestigious 
Gold Standard Award for serviceDid you know?

Stihl RM 655 RS

1 YEARS FREE 
professional 

warranty

1 YEARS FREE 
professional 

warranty

The most popular Dennis machine the FT is an 
interchangeable cassette mower giving options to fit 12 
different heads including scarifiers, verticutters, brushes, 
spikers and slitters as well as 5 or 9 blade cutter cassettes 
with 15 seconds changeover of cassettes. Available in 17” 
(43cm), 20” (51cm) and 24” (61cm) cutting widths.

Sales  .  Parts  .  Service
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The comprehensive range for wood of all sizes

Combining innovative technology, high performance, 
optimum ergonomics and low weight, our chainsaws create 
the international standards for all types of chainsaw. Through 
a process of continual research and development, these 
chainsaws have evolved into a range of specialist saws to meet 
every application.

The range includes petrol, cordless, arborist, rescue, electric, 
agriculture, landscaping chainsaws and more. No matter the 
task at hand we have the right chainsaw for you and your 
needs. In addition, we also have a large range of chainsaw 
accessories and tools for maintenance such as filing tools, 
storage cases, fuels, oils, cleaning solutions and more.

Petrol, electric or cordless, hand held or backpack

Blowers and vacuums from STIHL really prove their value in 
gardens and traffic areas or parks. Fallen leaves, grass cuttings, 
general debris - nothing can withstand their powerful blast. 
Everything is cleared away quickly. The STIHL vacuum shredders 
pick up immense volumes of fallen leaves, cut grass or 
trimmings. This garden waste is finely shredded at the same time 
so that it can be used for composting or mulching.

Choose from hand held, cordless, backpack and more to cater for 
any application required.

Pedestrian machines and tractor mounted versions are 
available for large estate management. 

Performance for woodland, meadow and garden

Our garden trimmers, brushcutters and clearing saws can quickly 
tame long grass and undergrowth with great ease. 

These can be fitted with various cutting tools and mowing lines 
to suit every job. No matter the task at hand we have the garden 
trimmer, brushcutter or clearing saw for you and your needs. 

Models with 4-MIX engines produce significantly less exhaust 
fumes than conventional two-stroke engines, giving you 
increased fuel efficiency whilst reducing impact on the 
environment. We also have a large range of accessories for all our 
cutting equipment including harnesses, protective equipment 
and clothing.

A range of cold pressure washers suitable for domestic and 
professional use.

STIHL have a large range of pressure washers and wet and dry 
vacuums, for all your jet washing and cleaning needs. 

Cleaning up dirt in no time, our pressure washers boast robust 
technology yet a comfortable design, meaning you can jet wash 
your car, your patio or your garden furniture with ease. 

Whether you are doing a quick clean-up at home, or you need 
the right machine for industrial cleaning, we have the pressure 
washer or wet and dry vacuum for you. In addition to our 
pressure washers, and wet and dry vacuums, we also have a 
range of accessories and cleaning agents.

Handheld Equipment

Chainsaws

STIHL AND HUSQVARNA ARE WITHOUT DOUBT THE LEADERS IN CHAINSAW TECHNOLOGY 
AND DEVELOPMENT. AS WE ARE AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR BOTH RANGES YOU CAN HAVE 
TOTAL CONFIDENCE IN FINDING THE PERFECT MACHINE FOR YOUR REQUIREMENTS.

Blowers Grass Trimmers, 
Brushcutters  
and Clearing Saws

Washers 

Power.

Match the power rating to the type and 
amount of growth, and thickness of the 
hedge material. You must however take 
into account the weight of the machine in 
relation to the duration of use.

Fuel.

Petrol powered trimmers give the user freedom 
of movement and although electric versions 
are available from garden centres, they are not 
something that we would recommend. 

Cutting heads.

Single sided cutting blades on handheld 
models are popular for safety reasons 
because the cutting sweep is made away 
from the operator. Double-sided blades 
are more efficient as cutting is on both the 
down and up strokes. For high quality finish 
on ornamental hedges choose a trimmer 
with close spacing between the teeth and a 
fast tip speed.

Reach.

For extra tall or wide hedges the long reach 
hedge trimmers are perfect. A shorter 
extension is also available and this proves very 
handy for working on wide, low hedges.

Stihl machinery is sold in over 
160 countries worldwide

Did you know?

Hedge Trimmers

Fixed price 
servicing availableServicing

Sales  .  Parts  .  Service
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FSA 90 R Strimmer FSA 135 Brushcutter

Battery Series

Cordless Range

GTA 26 Pruner HSA 86 HedgetrimmerHAS 26 Trimmer HLA 86 Long Reach  
Hedgetrimmer

MSA 220 C-B Chainsaw KGA 770 Sweeper SE 33 Wet & Dry Vacuum 
Cleaner

HTA 86 Long Reach  
Pruner

RMA 765 V Mower

Whether you’re a hobby gardener or a professional, 
STIHL offers the right cordless tool for everyone.

BGA 86 Handheld  
Blower

SOFT GRIP CONTROL HANDLE.

Thanks to the soft grip on the control 
handle, the MSA 300 sits comfortably in 

the hand and can be operated safely. 

STIHL ELECTRIC MOTOR (EC).

An extremely energy efficient, lightweight 
and compact motor that runs quietly, 

generates very low vibrations and does not 
require servicing.

INTUITIVE CONTROLS.

Three speed settings limit the chain 
speed to 20, 24 or 30 m/s, so you 
can maximise battery life when 
completing less intensive tasks such as 
snedding or brashing.

ERGONOMIC CONTROL HANDLE.

The speed can be controlled in three stages 
using the ergonomic control handle, which 
has a built-in LED display.

MSA 300 CORDLESS 
CHAINSAW

FSA 200 CORDLESS 
BRUSHCUTTER

THREE OPERATING MODES.

Eco Mode: operate with reduced power for maximum battery 
runtime. Felling Mode: high torque at reduced chain speed, 
for even sawing. Delimbing Mode: gives you a very high chain 
speed for precise cuts.

PERFORMANCE ELECTRONICS WITH 
DERATING FUNCTION.

This function protects your chainsaw against 
possible overheating by reducing the current. 
Additionally, it notifies you by means of a 
reduction in power if you only have very little 
battery power remaining.

AIR FILTER WITH METAL MESH.

The easy-to-clean air filter ensures a long 
service life and optimum engine cooling.

ANTI-VIBRATION SYSTEM.

STIHL’s effective anti-vibration system 
dampens the oscillations from the machine’s 
engine which significantly reduces vibrations 
at the handles.

FLEECE FILTER.

The fleece filter guarantees consistent 
performance. The finepored filter material 

keeps even very fine dust and dirt away from 
the power electronics and electric motor. 

TWO-HANDLED OPERATION.

The ergonomically shaped handle and 
rear control handle with comfortable soft-
grip component ensure safe working in all 

operating positions.

BATTERY SLOT IN THE POWER TOOL.

AP batteries can be inserted directly into the 
battery slot. This will make your work even 

more mobile and flexible.

STIHL CONNECTED READY.

You can use the STIHL connected App and 
the STIHL connected Portal to view the STIHL 

connected gathered data and benefit from 
additional functions.

THERE ARE FOUR BATTERY-POWERED SYSTEMS IN THE STIHL RANGE THAT ALL BENEFIT FROM 
HIGH QUALITY LITHIUM-ION CELLS FOR OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE AND LONG RUNTIMES. 
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Automower

Battery Series

Commercial 

Never mow again.

The battery-driven Automower® trims your entire lawn, 
automatically and quietly.

EPOS Station.

Transmits RTK-GNSS signals 
between the Automower® 
550 EPOS mower and 
guidance satellites. The mains 
powered reference station is 
required for EPOS to function 
and can serve multiple EPOS 
units per installation. 

Rain or shine.

Automower® will cut grass in most types of weather and is 
designed to handle wet conditions. This robot lawn mower 
can easily handle wet and rainy conditions, as well as difficult 
terrain, including slopes, holes and even temporary obstacles like 
pinecones and fruits. 

High or low, night or day, rain or shine.

A random travelling pattern lets the Automower® find every 
corner of your garden. The Automower® is so quiet that it can 
work in the night without disturbing anyone. On all models the 
mower app will let you control its working hours.

550 EPOS

320 NERA
2,200m2

Working area capacity

535i XP Chainsaw

AM 520
2,400m2

Working area capacity

550iBTX Backpack  
Blower

450X NERA
5,000m2

Working area capacity

520iLX Strimmer

AM 550
5,000m2

Working area capacity

530iBX Handheld  
Blower

AM 435X AWD
3,500m2

Working area capacity

535iRXT Brushcutter

AM 535 AWD
3,500m2

Working area capacity

LB548i Mower520iHD70 Hedge Trimmer 520iHT4 Long Reach  
Hedge Trimmer

530iPT5 Long Reach  
Pruner

EPOS Mower.

Professional robotic mower featuring Husqvarna EPOS guidance 
with precision area management and transport paths. With 
virtual boundaries you can define several work areas with 
different settings as well as set  temporary stay-out zones. 
Requires EPOS reference station.

Healthier grass with a robot mower.

Husqvarna Automower® constantly cuts the grass as it 
grows. This is by far the gentlest way to cut grass. As a result 
the clippings from Husqvarna Automower® are only a few 
millimetres long. They will fall to the soil, mulch and fertilise 
your lawn, making it the ideal automatic lawn mower for your 
garden, no matter the size.

Theft prevention.

A pin code is required for any intervention of your robot 
lawn mowers. An alarm will immediately sound if the code is 
ignored when the mower is stopped or lifted. It is useless when 
stolen, as it can’t be matched to other charging stations. And 
when reported stolen, it will be red-listed in the Husqvarna 
worldwide service system.

As simple 
as 1, 2, 3

Step 1

Choose the right Husqvarna 
Automower® for you through 
a professional consultation by 

Lister Wilder. 

Step 2

Professional Husqvarna 
Automower® installation carried 
out by ourselves - you need not 

lift a finger.

Step 3

Start your Husqvarna 
Automower® and enjoy more 
free time and a high quality 

‘just cut’ finish, every day.

With Husqvarna’s new range of battery-powered handheld equipment, you 
can do serious outdoor work without having to worry about fumes and noise.

Battery Series & 
Robotic Mowers

MADE IN THE UK

Sales  .  Parts  .  Service
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We have worked hard to develop three further divisions across the rest of the group 
and this has given us real stability and allowed us to weather the toughest of storms.

Agricultural Division

Agriculture is in our blood - we eat, sleep and breathe it! It forms the bedrock of our 
business and we genuinely believe that no-one cares more about getting it right 
than we do. Our staff understand and respect the pressures of modern day farming, 
and despite the long hours and sometimes intense pressure, they know that no 
other business can boast the wonderful characters, the magnificent history and the 
exciting future that Agriculture can. 

Construction Division

Operating from our branches at Reading, Guildford, Ashford and Cirencester we again 
represent Kubota for their range of mini excavators - universally respected by hire 
companies and contractors for their reliability, durability and appetite for hard work.

Arboricultural Division

As main agents for Timberwolf, Stihl and Husqvarna, we have a team of specialists 
that sell and support chainsaws, chippers and stump grinders to tree surgeons and 
other professional users.

Our Other Key Franchises

Our Other Divisions

Lister Wilder are a wholly 
owned family businessDid you know?
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Ashford Branch

Cirencester Branch
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Burgess Hill

Area Sales Managers

Call our new hire hotlines for your area


South East & Central
03330 069 545

South West
03301 659 599

For more information call our area sales  
managers above or visit our website at  

www.listerwilder.co.uk

We also hire machinery

Mark Zealander
07484 090251

Mark Carter
07899 062148

Graham Merritt
07778 362116

Shayne Curtis
07766 016725

Ian Davies
07831 127258

Philip Turner
07979 653066

Stuart Venn Dunn
07879 812044

Oliver Gerrish
07766 725019 

Andy Taylor
07979 653062

Martin Macqueen
07388 995723

Key Accounts


